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Important Notice

This is not a registered Information
Memorandum, is not a registered
document, prospectus or public
disclosure statement.
This Information Memorandum is intended for use only
in connection with the offer to invest in the Waikato
River Limited’s Hybrid Bond managed by Wai Asset
Management Limited (together “WAML”). Each person
applying to invest in WAML under the Offer shall be
deemed to represent that they are “Wholesale Investors”
in accordance with the definitions in the Financial Markets
Conduct Act 2013; not in a jurisdiction which prohibits
the making of an offer of this kind; and are that they are
not acting on the account or benefit of a person in such a
jurisdiction. The Offer is not an offer to the public.
You should read the final documents for WAML (including
the limited partnership agreement), obtain your own
independent advice, make your own enquiries, and
satisfy yourself about the risks of the WAI investment
opportunity (including but not limited to those set out in
this Information Memorandum) before deciding whether to
invest. In particular you should consider the risk section of
this Information Memorandum.
This document may contain forward looking statements
that are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties, and
actual results and events could differ materially from those
currently being anticipated as reflected in such forward
looking statements.
Neither we, nor any other person, warrant or represent
the origin, validity, accuracy, completeness or reliability of
(nor accept any obligation to update) any statement in this
document or do we accept responsibility for errors
or omissions.

Executive Summary

Waikato River Limited
NZ$100 million Hybrid Bond Executive
This IM summarises an impact investment opportunity to

The opportunity involves the issue of a NZ$100 million

fast track the Crown-Iwi organisation the Waikato River

hybrid bond that exhibits both fixed income and equity

Authority’s (“WRA”) key target to improve river water

characteristics. The issued funds will acquire conventional

quality of the Waipā and Waikato Rivers by reducing farm

farms in the identified target area (below) that are

run-off pollution at the source. The target region is the

suitable for the impact investment strategy: conversion to

upper Waipā catchment, an upstream tributary to the

organic farming with additional environmental mitigation

Waikato that is dependent on agriculture with a broadly

initiatives such as afforestation and riparian tree planting

even blend of conventional dairy, sheep and beef farms.

by waterways.

NZDX listed Waikato River Notes
Waikato River Limited is a special purpose company listed

The acquisition of conventional target farms, ongoing

on the NZX Debt Market (“NZDX”) that will issue a NZ$100

organic management and environmental transition will be

million bond with a term of 10 years with a five year swap

managed by Wai Asset Management Limited (“WAML”). The

(currently 2.25%) reset with a 300 basis points margin,

notes will pay a fixed semi-annual coupon of 2.625% (half

an annual coupon of 5.25% all-in at the time of writing

of 5.25%) or NZ$2.65 million with any shortfall guaranteed

this IM. The note will be arranged by a yet to be selected

by a government related organisation. At the conclusion of

mandated lead arranger but likely the leading domestic

the 10-year term, the land is expected to appreciate with a

brokers Deutsche Craigs, Forsyth Barr and/or FNZC.

profit share structured in the following order:

1.

Repay advancements (if any) made for bond holder coupon shortfalls over the term

2.

50% share of the land appreciation net of (1) distributed to bond investors (the equity component)

3.

25% paid to the government related organisation net of (1) (the principal scheme backer)

4.

25% paid to the manager net of (1) (incentive payment)

Mandated Lead
Arranger

Financial Advisor

Bond Underwriter
eciation

Land appr

Government Related
Organisation
Credit enhancement
Government Related
Organisation guarantees
coupon payment

(6% p.a.

lly)

historica

Waikato River Limited 10-year hybrid bond
Bond Principal NZ$100m
5.25% p.a. (2.625% semi-annual coupon)

Wai Asset Management
Limited

Acquires farms, financial
administration, employees, 3rd party
contracts, organic conversion, operation
management of Farms

LTV at term is ~60%
Bond principal NZ$100 million

General Partner

Governance, appoints
manager & holds legal
land titles on behalf of
bond investors

External Consultants
and Advisers
Enviromental Conversion
Grants

Capital appreciation linked to
underlying land values shared
between bond investors and the
manager (incentive payment)

Legal titles held by GP

Farms
Est. 12-18 farms acquired for
impact investment in the target
area within Waipa catchment.
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Executive Summary

Impact investment has become increasingly common
around the world as a means of achieving positive
environmental and / or social impact whilst providing

Waipā Target Areas

a positive financial return. Extensive scientific and
economic feasibility analysis in the Waipā Catchment

Waipā Catchment

clearly demonstrates that targeted interventions and

Study Focus Area

land use change on dairy farms can achieve significant

Waipā River and Main Tributaries

environmental and social impact and a competitive return
on investment. This impact investment opportunity is
aligned with increasingly aware public, political and
investor expectations that the environmental impact of
intensive, conventional dairy farming in New Zealand
needs to be significantly reduced

Seed Assets
WAML has two conventional dairy farms in the Waipā
catchment ready for acquisition that will be converted to
organic dairy, a gradual three year process. This paper
provides the metrics on these farms which have undergone
due diligence with an aggregate of 15-20 farms expected
to be acquired by WAML. Additional on-farm mitigation
initiatives such as riparian planting, wetland expansion,
relocating feed crops from waterways, improved
fencing and afforestation will drive a significantly lower
environmental impact. Organic has favourable market
headwinds with demand for organic dairy products
increasing in New Zealand and overseas markets and has
always attracted premium pricing well above conventional.
WAML has a management team and the initial seed assets

0

for acquisition have been identified for impact investment

3.75 7.5

15

22.5

30
Kilometers

having undergone rigorous environmental and operational
due diligence. The selected farms exhibit both positive
environmental impact prospects and sound investment
returns post conversion to organic dairy status.
The management team (which comprises both specialist
organic farming experts and environmental specialists)
has extensive practical experience in qualifying specific
opportunities and the necessary knowledge and operational
expertise to execute transformation successfully to capture
the opportunity. Reduction targets of over 40% across
main environmental contaminants considered (Nitrogen,
Phosphorous, Sediment, E-coli and greenhouse gases)
from the current baseline are expected to be achieved
by year 5.

1
2

Based on actual per hectare prices of grazing and dairy land in the target region split evenly. Supply & demand considerations aside.
The Waipa study was based on 6,539 ha identified with a modelled 4.3% reduction.
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Impact Investment Performance
The modelled financial returns for each farm exceeded

The removal of overstocking and chemicals introduced

conventional dairy returns by year 4 after the 3-year

into the soils combined with afforestation and other land

organic transition period. Fewer cows and reduced milk

set aside measures (riparian planting, wetland expansion)

solids are offset by producing a premium priced product

substantially improves the environmental impact.

(organic milk) from a lower operating cost base (less

Overall, the conversion from conventional to organic (and

imported feed and fertiliser expenditure).

regenerative) dairy on the Waipā farms analysed exhibits
the following operational, financial and environmental
metrics by year 4:

Operational Targets & Metrics
Year 1

Year 4

Cow numbers reduced (vs. historical conventional average)

-29%

-19%

Milk solids produced annually reduced (vs. historical conventional average)

-38%

-22%

Organic milk price premium (vs. historical conventional price)

+15% to +30%3

Forecast Fonterra organic price premium over conventional price 2018/19

+15.72%

Financial Targets & Metrics
Target WAI Fund Return: 8-10% IRR (after fees) with no leverage. An IRR is the appropriate measure given the land
appreciation driven capital gain and lean cash flows in the initial conversion period over 3 years.

Current

Year 1

Year 4

EBITDA%4

2.9%

1.8%

7.19%

Cost of production / KgMS

NZ$3.96/KgMS7

NZ$4.81/KgMS7

NZ$3.96/KgMS

Gross operating surplus / KgMS

NZ$4.73/KgMS8

NZ$2.49/KgMS8

NZ$4.98/KgMS

Conventional 18/19

Organic 18/19

Year 1

Year 4

NZ$$7.00/KgMS5

NZ$8.10/KgMS6

NZ$6.50/KgMS

NZ$8.40/KgMS

Forecast/Assumed milk price

Environmental Impact
(Year 5 against current baseline)

Year 5

3
4
5
6
7
8

Greenhouse gas emissions CO2 (tonnes; ‘GHG CO2’)

-45% or greater

Sediment (tonnes)

-45% or greater

E.coli (tera)

-45% or greater

Nitrogen (kg; ‘N’)

-45% or greater

Phosphate (kg; ‘P’)

-40% or greater

Historically, NZ’s organic milk price is relatively stable with the underlying conventional milk price exhibiting volatility, hence the range.
Earnings Before Interest and Tax.
Fonterra GlobalDairyTrade as at June 2018
Fonterra GlobalDairyTrade as at June 2018
Dairy NZ 2016/17 Waikato organic average / KgMS
Dairy NZ 2016/17 Waikato organic average / KgMS
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Introduction

The overarching mission of the Waikato River Limited bond raise is to attract
investment to increase sustainable agricultural land use whilst delivering tangible
environmental performance improvements in the Waipā catchment.
It seeks to invest in primary sector land and activities that

Adopting a catchment scale approach to sustainable

improve water quality and biodiversity, and build climate

land use management allows the implementation of

resilience while providing an attractive financial return

longer-term interventions and scaling up of finance and

to investors.

pipeline development from an initial seed investment to a

WAML has been established with the aim of providing
impact investors access to organically managed low impact
farms, delivering improved environmental outcomes
and strong investment returns. It is the first large scale
environmental impact investment project of this type

catchment-level portfolio. Catchment level interventions
are also seen as an opportunity to implement country
commitments such as the National Freshwater Policy
Statement, the Paris Climate Change Agreement and
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.

launched in New Zealand and has been catalysed by the
Waikato River Authority and Waikato Regional Council.

The process to be followed is simple and repeatable; summarised in the figure below:

Catchment
level Analysis

Due
Diligence

Conversion
Plan

Landscape scale assessment

Due Diligence starts with

›› Organic conversion/

›› The transformation plan

of environmental

8 key themes:

transformation plan

guides the asset through

(proprietary process)

organic conversion

formulated by the team.

(3 year process) and

‘hotspots’ and analysis of
opportunities for land use
transformation to reduce
impact whilst delivering
financial returns.

›› Pasture
›› Weeds
›› Fertiliser/feed/
chemical inputs
›› Animal Health
›› Infrastructure
›› Soil
›› Water
›› Climate/location

›› Identify and quantify
opportunities to reduce
environmental impact.
›› Agree key impact and
financial metrics.
›› Obtain grant funding
to offset / supplement

Execution

into on-going certified
organic status.
›› Undertake environmental
mitigation measures
to reduce impact to
targeted levels over a
five year process.

environmental
mitigation costs.
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Drivers for Impact Investment

Global Impact Investment trends
Impact investment, and specifically conservation
investment refers to investments made with the intention
to generate a financial return while also delivering a

Some key findings from this year’s GIIN survey report include:
›› The impact investing industry is growing. In 2017 alone,
over US$35 billion was invested into over 11,000 deals.

measurable positive impact on natural resources and
ecosystems.

›› The impact investing market is diverse. Growth has
been particularly strong in segments that historically

The Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN) recently

accounted for a smaller share of investments – such

published the eighth edition of its Annual Impact Investor

as food and agriculture – thus indicating expansion in

Survey; the most comprehensive collection and assessment
of data on the global impact investing market7. Comprising
data and insights from 229 of the world’s leading impact

investor interests.
›› Overwhelmingly, impact investors report performance
in line with both financial and impact expectations.

investors, the report provides in-depth analysis of market
activity and trends, covering topics such as: capital

›› Impact investors demonstrate a strong commitment to
measuring and managing impact.

allocations by sector and geography, indicators of market
development and industry challenges, approaches to
impact measurement and management, and financial and
impact performance. Respondents collectively manage over
US$228 billion in impact investing assets, a figure which

›› Investors are committed to the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
›› Impact investors note that there are remaining
challenges that need to be addressed as the industry

serves as the latest best-available ‘floor’ for the size of the

continues to grow.

impact investing market.

Globally, over US$30 billion has been committed to

Blended finance options are also emerging as popular

conservation investment projects, with a core focus on

vehicles for large scale opportunities, where private

water, food and fibre and habitat. A large proportion of

sector involvement is sought10. In addition, there is

conservation finance in land based investments (excluding

tremendous growth in green fixed income finance in the

renewable energy) comes from the public sector and

private sector i.e. green bonds. Only 1% of Green Bonds

approximately US$8 billion in commitments from the

have been invested into the land sector and 2% into water

private sector8. Most of the private capital comes from

infrastructure11.

North America and Western Europe. It is estimated
that there is significant growth potential for (private)
conservation investments from current levels to address
the estimated funding gap of US$250 to US$350 billion9.

In New Zealand, there is a major opportunity for
conservation investment if we are to address ecosystem
degradation from land-use, particularly water quality
issues and biodiversity loss, and respond to climate change.

The challenge for NZ to attract investment is two-fold:
1.

being able to leverage existing public investment to attract new private capital
to invest in scalable solutions for sustainable land use management.

2.

Building capacity to generate projects of sufficient size – by working at
landscape level and across different land uses and supply chains.

The purpose and design of the WAI fund is cognisant of, and responding to these challenges.

7
8
9
10

11

https://thegiin.org/research/publication/annualsurvey2018
State of Private Investment in Conservation 2016 A Landscape Assessment of an Emerging Market. Ecosystem Marketplace, 2016
Conservation Finance. Moving beyond donor funding toward an investor-driven approach. CBD 2014
See for instance the Land Degradation Neutrality Fund (LDNF) focus on regenerating degraded land through improving land
productivity and soil carbon content and improving ecosystem resilience.
Bonds and Climate Change. State of the Market 2016. Climate Bonds Initiative, 2016
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Waipā Impact Investment Context
This investment opportunity follows an impact investment

50% higher than the New Zealand per capita average.

feasibility study commissioned in 2016 by the Waikato

This is driven by the agricultural sector that dominates

River Authority and Waikato Regional Council.

the local economy which records emissions three times

12

The Waipā catchment’s high contribution of the total
run-off contaminants (est. 40% of total) entering the
Waikato River catchment is a priority for regulatory
intervention and environmental change13. The agriculture
focused Waikato region, which includes the Waipā
catchment situated in the south of the province, produces
substantially higher greenhouse gas emissions that are

the national average. Sequestration of carbon through
afforestation is considered an effective solution, however,
policy uncertainty to date and relatively higher financial
returns from existing land uses such as dairy has prevented
significant investment in afforestation. The context has
changed due to volatility in conventional milk price as well
as recent legislative focus by New Zealand government to
reduce carbon emissions14.

The Waipā catchment boundaries are shown below.
The Waipā study investigated the feasibility of impact
investment as a means of addressing significant
Waikato River
Waipā River and Main Tributaries
Waipā Catchment

environmental challenges in the upper Waipā catchment,
whilst delivering a positive financial return on investment.
Two areas were identified as promising for investment
pilots in the upper Waipā catchment:
1.

afforestation of steep hill country, predominantly
used for dry stock farming; and

2.

conversion of conventional dairying to
an organic / regenerative regime.

Detailed economic-environmental analysis shows that by
targeting land use change and low input farming in only
5% of the study area (6,539 ha out of the total 130,000
hectares of the upper Waipā catchment), a significant
cumulative reduction of environmental externalities can
be achieved while financial performance of farms would
remain viable.
A strategic decision was made to focus initial investment
on the dairy sector given the inherently greater short term
cashflow generated through conversion of conventional
0

10

20

40

60

80
Kilometers

to organic dairy in comparison to afforestation. Strong
demand for organic milk supply and the opportunity for
supply contracts with existing milk processors in the area
were also key considerations for pursuing an organic dairy
investment.

12
13
14

Investment approaches to land use change in Upper Waipā River catchment: feasibility assessment report. Envirostrat Ltd, 2017.
Over 30% of the nitrogen and phosphorus along with 40% of the sediment was sourced from the Waipā catchment
New Zealand is a party to the Paris Climate Change Agreement and has committed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 30 per cent below 2005 levels by 2030.
In addition to this, the government will enact a Zero Carbon Act and a legally binding target of net zero carbon by 2050.
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Strategy

The overarching strategy is to acquire profitable conventional dairy farms suitable for
conversion to organic production and apply holistic, ecological science-based management
to the operational activities. The decision-making process is guided by measurement
and reporting of impacts, combining standardised independent practices i.e. organic
certification, with on-farm data and scientific based measurement of impact interventions.
The investment strategy is based on three core assumptions:
1.

Regenerative, ecological land management

2.

›› Fragmented production creates the opportunity to

and ecosystem function i.e. going beyond

acquire appropriate farming assets and attain scale

organic production, enhances the value of

benefits. Because 30% of the land use in Waipā

the underlying assets (farm land) as the

catchment is dairy, there is opportunity to target

core generator of excess returns, both in

farm assets which are geographically situated in close

terms of current yield and asset prices.

proximity, enabling farm management know-how

Certified organic dairying is financially
attractive due to growing demand for organic
dairy products in NZ and overseas, with
consistent premiums being offered.

3.

Farm Acquisition

transfer, optimise logistics and investment efficiencies.

Organic Conversion
›› Properties acquired will enter into the organic
conversion process with the goal to achieve organic

Seed equity investment combined with the need

certification recognised by all international markets

for solutions at catchment level provide the

by year 3.

opportunity to scale-up investment in the future.

›› A development/transformation plan will be prepared

The key aspects of the strategy are:

by the team in co-operation with the farm manager –

Identification of Appropriate Assets

specific farm interventions.

›› The Manager will utilise its ability to identify properties
that meet the investment objective and, that are wellsuited to ecological transformation.
›› A substantial pipeline of suitable potential assets for
acquisition in the target catchment are being sourced
through long-standing relationships with farmers, land
agents, livestock buyers, bankers and other participants
in the rural sector and specifically the Waipā catchment.
›› The portfolio is expected to be comprised predominantly
of dairy and dairy support properties with the initial
focus on acquiring properties within the environmental
‘hot spots’ of Waipā catchment15.
›› There are 10 key due diligence points utilised in
assessing target properties:

with measurable impact performance metrics linked to
›› This plan will be the guiding strategic document for
each property through conversion and in its on-going
management beyond the achievement of full organic
certification.
›› The specifics of the transformation process will vary for
each individual property, but will include key drivers of
performance such as, but not limited to:
-- pasture development;
-- stocking rates;
-- biodiversity enhancement;
-- nutrient management and recycling;
-- weed/pest management;
-- livestock breeding (genetics);
-- animal health management;

4.

Historical fertiliser/feed/chemical inputs;

-- water management;

5.

Animal health status;

-- erosion control/management;

6.

Soil type and status;

-- infrastructure; and

7.

Land use capability and cover;

-- soil fertility strategy.

8.

Pasture;

9.

Water;

10. Weeds;
11. Infrastructure;
12. Climate/location; and
13. Access to market/supply chain considerations.

15

‘hot spots’ refer to farm land under dairy (and/or dry stock) where there are simultaneous high outputs of nutrient leaching, sediment loss and e.coli levels.
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Active Management

Farm Manager Alignment

›› Regenerative, ecological farm management drives the

›› Pathways for farm manager as a shareholder/partner in

delivery of excess financial return.
›› Once acquired, properties are under the overall
responsibility of the Manager which includes both
organic farming and environmental specialists.
›› The Management process works as follows:
-- Conversion/development plan created

the farming business will be offered on a case by case
basis to create commitment and growth sustainable
farming knowledge locally.
›› For many farmers, this will create a pathway that
does not otherwise exist, an attractive proposition for
farming talent that wishes to pursue a more definably
sustainable approach. As there are few organic

and implemented. This includes Farm

practitioners, The Manager will seek to identify talented

Environment Plan and non-financial impact

conventional operators and support them with its

metrics and performance targets.

extensive background of knowledge and experience.

-- Co-ordinate quarterly property visits/
meetings along with the farm managers to

Grants and Government Support

evaluate performance and consider overall

›› The fund manager has considerable experience

strategy for individual properties.
-- Co-ordinate monthly meetings as required.
-- Monthly property visit/report.
-- Yearly report on impact metrics and
progress against performance targets.
›› Investment in the ecological property infrastructure

successfully raising funds through grants to offset the
costs associated with environmental mitigation.
›› There are a number of potential sources of grant
funding, including central government agencies
(Ministry for Primary Industries, Department of
Conservation, and Ministry for the Environment),

will improve base performance by enhancing resilience

Waikato Regional Council, and Waikato River Authority.

and self-sufficiency as well as enhancing the capital

The Table below summarises some of the grant funding

appreciation of the property and mitigating operational risk.

that may potentially apply.

-- When and where possible, additional revenue
and benefits will be sought by pursuing:
•• Public grants (e.g. afforestation
and riparian planting grants)
•• Alternative revenue streams
(e.g., mānuka honey, farm-stay
tourism, carbon credits etc.)
•• On-site bio-gas installation.

Milk Supply
›› There are multiple processors seeking organic milk
supply in the wider Waikato region.
›› The manager has existing strong relationships with
both Fonterra and the Organic Dairy Hub.
›› Both processors are seeking to grow their supply base
and offer competitive premiums.
›› A relationship will be established with one of these
processors based on a thorough evaluation of their
strategy, track record and alignment with the longterm underlying goals of the WAI Fund.
›› Opportunity for value add and branding along the supply
chain (telling the innovation story of WAI Fund) will also
be considered in the selection of preferred processor.
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Strategy

Organisation

Grant Programme

Amounts available

Co-funding required

Fit with this project

Ministry for Primary

Afforestation grants

NZ$1,300 per hectare,

n.a. The Govt claims

High but terms not

Industries

scheme

min. 5 hectare

the carbon credits for

attractive; also, land

the first 10 years

that was forest land
before 1989 is not
eligible

Permanent Forest Sink

n.a. (this is about

Moderate to high;

Initiative or Emissions

accessing carbon

need to wait for

Trading Scheme

credits)

changes to NZ ETS

Sustainable Farming

NZ$200,000 per year,

Min. 20%, in-kind

Fund

max. 3 years

or cash

Waikato Regional

Waipā catchment

NZ$2 million per

Nil

Very high

Council

funding (westland

year in total; grants

restoration,

amount range

Very high

Moderate

riparian planting,
afforestation)

Waikato River

Environmental

NZ$6 million per year;

50% (mix of cash /

Authority

Restoration Initiatives

No limit on individual

in-kind)

projects
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Advisory Committee

Strategy Outcomes

An Advisory Committee will be established and made up

We believe this strategy will deliver superior:

of Limited Partners or their representatives.
The function of the Advisory Committee is to:
›› Be consulted by the General Partner (GP) from time
to time.
›› Review any actual or potential conflict of interest
between the GP or any of their respective affiliates and
the Limited Partnership.
›› Meet regularly with the GP to be updated on the
business affairs of the Limited Partnership.

Exit options
›› The New Zealand fixed income market is deeper and
more liquid than the listed equity market. Investors are

›› Asset productivity;
›› Natural ecosystem improvements; and
›› Resilience, particularly in the face of negative
externalities.
Specifically, the strategy will lead to:
›› More consistent productive performance;
›› Measurable reduction of farm externalities such as GHG
emissions and water quality, and increase in forest
cover;
›› Strong cash yields; and
›› More stable long-term returns.

able to exit their position via a broker.
›› The Waikato River notes will be listed on the NZDX with
fixed semi-annual coupon payments.
›› The principal is expected to appreciate over time based
on annual valuations of the underlying farm land.
›› At the note’s expiry at year 10, the notes are expected to
be refinanced at the value of the farm land based on the
independent valuation. Investors can opt to reinvest or
receive cash based on the principal plus the share of the
land appreciation.
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Investment Benefits of Organic / Ecological Production Systems

The investment benefits of holistic ecological
science-based land management are substantial
with the following key economic attributes of
a well-managed organic and ecological system:

33
33
33
33

Lower operating cost base;
Reduced exposure to increased input costs;
Premium prices for organic products; and
Access to a new, health conscious and
growing end-consumer market.

These combine to deliver superior profitability in the medium to long term, in both absolute terms and risk
adjusted, when compared to intensive and input based farming approaches. The whole system approach of
regenerative/ecological agriculture creates measurably environmentally superior production systems.
This approach of ‘working with the system rather than against it’ has many benefits.

Resilience
›› Resilience in agriculture is defined as ‘the ability of

›› The build-up of SOM improves resilience, as well as

an agro-ecosystem to return to its original state after

ensuring superior climate change performance and

being disturbed’.

delivering improved production consistency and yields.

›› Organic/ecological farms exhibit superior ‘resilience’.
›› Ecological land management focuses on and creates
improved carbon sequestration through the build-up

›› Resilient systems recover faster from drought, flood
and other shocks, increasing stability of earnings which
is reflected in asset values.

of soil organic matter (SOM).

Reduced Exposure/Lower Cost
›› Organic farming reduces or eliminates many of the

›› The organic/ecological management approach to

environmentally harmful inputs of conventional

pasture and livestock management renders these inputs

farming such as nitrogenous fertiliser and biocides.

unnecessary, and in doing so, substantially reduces

›› Lower livestock numbers lead to lower imported
feed costs.

both costs and exposure to their increasing prices,
driving a higher level of profitability.

Market Advantage
›› These attributes lead to a growing new consumer
market with strong pricing power.
›› Organic produce achieves premium pricing through
a combination of globally accepted standards and

›› Consumer trends favour a healthier diet, awareness
of ‘paddock to plate’ factors (environmental impact,
product attributes etc.) and food safety (notably in fast
growing Asian markets).

certification that result in clear market differentiation.

Overall organic/ecological agriculture has economic advantages, at the individual farm and market place level.
Resilience, superior environmental performance, reduced exposure to rising input costs and higher prices for
production combine to deliver higher profitability and stronger asset values.
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The NZ organic / dairy marketplace, attributes, outlook

The organic marketplace has significant strengths
globally and in New Zealand:
›› It is the fastest growing in the global food sector, having

worth NZ$246 million a year, up from NZ$192 million

grown from US$18 billion in 2000 to US$90 billion by

or 28% since 2015. The domestic organic market

2016 .

represents 41% of annual output volumes which total an

16

›› The organic market is expected to reach US$212 billion
by 2020, growing at a CAGR of 15.7% from 2014 to 2020
(see chart below).

estimated NZ$600 million in 2017.
›› Australia, Europe and North America are the NZ
organic sector’s primary export destinations, together

›› The Asia-Pacific market is expected to be the strongest,
with a forecast growth rate of 28.5% from 2014 to 2020.
›› The global organic dairy food and beverage market is
expected to reach US$36.7 billion by 2022 from US$14.5
billion in 2015 at a CAGR of 14.25% from 2016 to 2022.
›› In New Zealand, the rapidly growing organic sector
reached NZ$600 million in 2017, up 30% since the last
survey conducted in 201517.

representing 69% of all organic export volume. Exports
to the Chinese market are stable at around 10% of total
exports.
›› Surveys suggest many organic consumers may not be
particularly sensitive to the price premium paid for
organic18.
›› There is a material shortfall in the supply of organic
products globally, including in significant markets such
as North America, Australia and most notably Asia.

›› The market for NZ organic exports has grown
considerably in value over the same period, up 42%
to an estimated NZ$360m or 59% of the total organic
sector volume. Overall, the organic export sale has seen
a 10-fold growth over the previous 10-year period.
›› Organic dairy exports have reached almost NZS 100

›› Growing health awareness among consumers is a
key driver of this market. In addition, food safety,
environmental protection, animal welfare, and the
increasing use of natural & organic products underpin
the markets growth.

million per annum. Overall, the value of pastoral exports
has grown 45% since 2015.
›› The New Zealand domestic market is estimated to be

Global Organic Food Market Value
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IFOAM: The world of organic agriculture: statistics and emerging trends 2018.
OANZ: 2018 New Zealand Organic Sector Report.
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Importance of organic as an
attribute of NZ food products
Very
Important

Somewhat
Important

Neither
Important or
Unimportant

Somewhat
Unimportant

Not
Important
At All

Don’t Know

China

42%

36%

14%

6%

-

2%

India

56%

24%

12%

3%

1%

4%

UK

16%

20%

24%

9%

21%

10%

Source: AERU, Consumer preferences and WTP for food attributes in the UK, China and India, Caroline Saunders, Meike Gunther, Peter Tait & John Saunders.

The New Zealand organic dairy market has a number of attractive features for
investment funds.

Organic Premium
›› There are 13 domestic dairy companies with export
capabilities for organic produce. Some of these

›› Recent conventional milk payouts
(excluding dividends) have been:

companies are only starting to develop their organic

Year

Average NZ$/KgMS

2010/11

NZ$7.60

2011/12

NZ$6.08

2012/13

NZ$5.84

2013/14

NZ$8.40

is NZ$8.10/KgMS. The Fonterra offering also provides

2014/15

NZ$4.40

a premium during the three years of conversion, of the

2015/16

NZ$3.90

2016/17

NZ$6.12

2017/18

NZ$6.75

supply chains so it is anticipated that this category will
continue to grow rapidly in terms of volume but also
regional reach.
›› There are multiple sources of organic milk processing
demand in the Waikato region. The two main sources
of demand are Fonterra and the Organic Dairy Hub. The
forecast organic price with Fonterra for season 2018/19

conventional milk price plus NZ$0.45.
›› The forecast organic price for next season is a premium
of 16% above the conventional price for 2018/19 of
NZ$7.00/KgMS.
›› The Organic Dairy Hub has not publicly released its
forecast price for season 2018/19 but it is expected to be
within 5%-10% of Fonterra’s organic price.
›› The Organic Dairy Hub is currently more focused on
liquid milk with Fonterra focused on powder.

›› Organic milk premiums are expected to stay relatively
stable due to the supply and demand dynamic of organic
production in NZ. The 2018 NZ organic market report
shows that organic livestock area has increased to
64,278 ha, the number of organic dairy farms is up by
but livestock numbers are static.
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Milk Payout $/kgms
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Organic certification
›› New Zealand has a well-developed market for organic

›› Currently, there are two MPI-recognised third party

certification services to international standards,

agency that can audit and verify New Zealand organic

however, New Zealand does not have its own standard

produce and products for export: AssureQuality and

for organic production.

BioGro.

›› Ministry for Primary Industries is currently undertaking

›› Both agencies are accredited by IFOAM and provide

consultation regarding the need for a specific New

certification services to dairy farmers. There are around

Zealand organic standard to be developed. It is expected

100 organic certified operations in dairy as of 2017.

that this will lead to the development of a New Zealand
organic standard by 2019/20.
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Fund Summary

Waikato River Notes Summary
Issue Amount

NZ$100 million

Issue Date

15 March 2019

Term

15 March 2029 (10 years) with a 5-year swap reset at 15 March 2024

Coupon

300 bps over 5-year swap (2.25%), all-in 5.25%

Frequency

Semi-annual coupon payments

Uses

Acquisition and part funding (to accompany grants) environmental
improvements of conventional dairy farms situated in the Waipā
catchment.

Waipā LP

Investment is made via a Limited Partnership structure which
allows which allows for pre-taxed income to be distributed, so
investors can manage their own tax obligations.

Valuation

Annual valuations and reporting.

Liquidity

Notes are listed on the NZDX

Fees

100 basis points upfront

Capital Appreciation

Investors will receive 50% of the land appreciation at Term

Management Incentive

The Government related organisation and the Manager will receive
the remaining share of the land appreciation at Term
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Financial Metrics
Financial analysis of the historic data from the selected conventional dairy farms in the upper Waipā catchment were
then modelled with the conversion process over a three year period then as organic farms thereafter. The earlier section
identified the significant environmental remediation gains with the help of grants to fund riparian planting and the fund
financed conversion to organic.

Revenue

Operating Costs

On average, conventional dairy farms acquired will reduce

Overall, the organic farm by year 4 had 31% lower

cow numbers by 19% and milk production measured

operating cost base than the conventional farm.

by kilograms (KgMS) will fall by 22%. However, the

The removal of over-stocking lowered feed costs. In

lower KgMS output is offset by the premium earned

addition, the organic farm does not require the heavy

on orgazΩnic milk that has ranged 15% to 30% above

use of imported fertiliser chemicals on the soil, a major

conventional milk price since 2004 (organic milk’s pricing

component of operating expenditure.

origins) which have historically exhibited lower volatility
as well. By year 4, the revenue on organic conversions
exceeded the conventional farm by an average of 9% with
the environmental impact largely mitigated.
Potential additional revenue from mānuka honey, tourism
or carbon credits is not included in the current projections.

Operating Surplus
The operating surplus (EBITDA) in all cases produced a
higher level than the conventional farm by year 4 when
the conversion period was concluded based on the above
summary of higher revenue on premium organic milk sales
off a lower cost base with less feed and fertiliser expense.

Financial Summary (year 4)
Current

Year 1

Year 4

EBITDA margin (%)19

2.9%

1.8%

7.19%

Cost of production / KgMS

NZ$3.96/KgMS20

NZ$4.81/KgMS

NZ$3.96/KgMS

Gross operating surplus / KgMS

NZ$4.73/KgMS21

NZ$2.49/KgMS

NZ$4.98/KgMS

Conventional 18/19

Organic 18/19

Year 1

Year 4

NZ$$7.00/KgMS20

NZ$8.10/KgMS21

NZ$6.50/KgMS

NZ$8.40/KgMS

Forecast/Assumed milk price

Liquidity considerations
Below is the model extract of the initial seed assets over a 10 year period with the corresponding IRR calculation.
The two farms modelled have an acquisition outlay of NZ$15 million which included an environmental capex item
being the stocking rate reduction. The two farms aggregated are detailed below with the IRR and cash yield.

19
20
21
20
21

Earnings Before Interest and Tax.
Fonterra GlobalDairyTrade as at June 2018
Fonterra GlobalDairyTrade as at June 2018
Dairy NZ 2016/17 Waikato organic average / KgMS
Dairy NZ 2016/17 Waikato organic average / KgMS
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Non-Financial Returns

Environmental Impact
The environmental impact arising from these investments is summarised in the figure
below. Key interventions for environmental mitigation include:

33

Afforestation: steep grazing land converted to

33

Riparian planting: 5m to 10m riparian buffers

forest/ native bush.

(native plants, locally eco-sourced) along main

33

Paddock ‘buffer’ fencing: Separation of grazing

33

Sediment retention: Installation of sediment

waterways.

33

blocks to increase biodiversity and provide shade.

retention ponds for main streams discharging
into the Waipā River.

Pasture change: removal of artificial fertiliser
and development of diverse pastures with high

33

Cropping: removal of cropping from area adjacent
to the Waipā River.

natural nutrient and organic matter levels.

33

Stocking rate reduction: Stocking rate reduced by
~20% from baseline.

The impact for each interventions have been assessed across five outcomes: nitrogen, phosphorus,
sediment, e.coli and greenhouse gas emissions.

>40% Reductions

>45% E.Coli Reduction

in Nitrogen & Phosphorus

>45% Reduction

>45% Reduction

in Sediment

in Greenhouse gas

Leaching

Emissions

Organic Conversion

Riparian Planting

Wetland

Afforestation

Organic conversion will

100,000m2 of tree planting

Installation of wetlands

An additional 55 hectares

access price premiums &

and fencing along

to reduce runoff

of forest planted to earn

reduce stocking rates

waterways; relocation of

additional revenue, reduce

crops away from streams

erosion and improve overall
carbon footprint
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Initial Farms Transition Summary (year 0 vs. year 5 comparison)
Conventional (Before)

Organic+ add’l
mitigation (After)

Change

Land allocation (ha)
Conventional dairy (ha)

361

0

-100%

0

330

+100%

Grazing (ha)

170

116

-65%

Pine / Native Forest (ha)

187

244

+59%

11

0

-

950

770

-19%

344,213

269,500

-22%

24,379

12,972

-46%

Phosphorus (kg)

490

289

-41%

Sediment (t)

1,317

709

-46%

E.coli (tera)

1,140

583

-48%

Greenhouse Gas (tCO2e)

2,404

1,232

-48%

Organic dairy (ha)

Arable / Crops (ha)

Operating metrics
Cows (#)
Milk Solids (kg)

Environmental metrics
Nitrogen (kg)

The maps below summarise location and type of environmental mitigation for the seed assets.

Legend shows environmental remediation:
Green highlights for native forests

Tan highlights for manuka forest

Blue highlights for riparian planting
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Non-Financial Returns

Social Impact
In addition to the considerable environmental impact described above, positive social
impacts will occur when the investment reaches scale. Social impacts will include:
›› Provide Waipā dairy farmers who lack succession
planning an exit opportunity.
›› Provide new farmers wanting to enter dairy sector an

›› Significant opportunities for additional economic grow to
local businesses (e.g. nurseries).
›› Building an asset class focused on high value outputs,

attractive, future proof and innovative pathway to farm

sustainability and the needs of future generations, offers

management.

investors opportunity to future proof their investment.

›› Provide ‘social license’ for dairying in Waipā through
significant reduction in impact.

›› Increase knowledge and competitiveness of local farmers
through adoption of organic practices.

›› Social procurement policy targets disadvantaged groups. ›› Increase the share of farmland in organic production
in Waikato (currently very low at under 0.5%) and the
additional benefits it generates.
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Alignment with United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
The impact metrics used by WAI Fund are informed by the overall investment strategy to increase sustainable
land use whilst delivering tangible water quality improvements for Waipā Catchment and build climate
resilience.
For each core impact metric, the relevant Sustainable Development Goal is identified. A more detailed set of
metrics will be used to support farm management performance, benchmarking between farms as well as for
reporting externally.

Metrics

Indicators

Practice/measure

Relevant UN SDG

Water quality

Nitrogen load

Stocking rate management

13. Climate Action
15. Life on Land

Sediment

Stocking rate management

13. Climate Action

Riparian management

15. Life on Land

Pasture/grazing management
Silvo-pasture

Land conservation

Farm area under

Regenerative/ecological

Goal 12: Sustainable

organic regime

land management - related

consumption and production

measures

patterns
15. Life on Land

Farm area under forest cover

Afforestation

(native and exotic)

Length of stream with

15. Life on Land
13. Climate Action

Riparian planting

15. Life on Land

Stocking rate management

13. Climate Action

riparian management

Greenhouse gas emissions

CO2

Afforestation
Pasture/grazing management
Riparian management

Business

Sales from certified products

Certification by third party

Goal 12: Sustainable
consumption and production
patterns
Goal 15: Life on Land

Social

Local procurement/

Goal 12: Sustainable

contribution to local economy

consumption and production
patterns

Regenerative farming skills/

Goal 8: Decent work and

knowledge

economic growth
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Team and competitive advantages

Competitive Advantages
The Management team (composed of operational management and impact team) stand apart in offering
exposure to a genuinely, measurably sustainable, ecological farmland strategy in New Zealand. In addition,
this land transformation based offering is unique in NZ in that it also delivers an authentic Impact Investment
relevant strategy to investors. The Operational Management Team directly implement strategy and oversee the
operational farm organic conversion & farm management, working directly with the individual farm managers.
The Impact Team lead development and execution of environmental mitigation activities, and engagement
with regulators and stakeholders, including seeking grant funding to offset mitigation costs.

The Manager offers clear advantages:

Knowledge

33

Rare and substantial pool of organic farming

33

Deep environmental and impact investment

33

The manager’s investment process covers

expertise.

knowledge.

33

Very strong relationships with government

33

The combined technical knowledge of impact

agencies and other key local stakeholders.

investment, organic dairy, and understanding of
the regulatory settings is exclusive to our team.

acquisition, transformation and on-going
management.

Experience

33

We understand how to reduce, measure and

33

Our extensive experience enables us to identify

report impact.

the most appropriate farming assets for

33

Breadth and depth of sector and government

33

The team has extensive experience in qualifying

transformation.

33

experience drives our ability to create value.

specific opportunities and the relevant
intellectual and operational expertise to execute
transformation to successfully capture the

Have led the operational transition from

opportunity.

conventional to organic dairy in the Waipā
catchment.

Focus / Commitment

33

Reducing environmental impact is not a
marketing add-on, it is the defining basis of who
we are and what we do.

33

Investment Rating System).

-- GIIRS Impact Ratings are comprehensive, covering
governance, workers, community, environment,

superior environmental performance as directly

and socially/environmentally focused business

Properties which are certified organic or inconversion to that status are required to undergo
independent annual audits as a minimum.
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The Manager will join GIIRS (Global Impact

Fundamentally the Manager views the delivery of
driving superior farm production performance.

33

33

models in the fund management world.

Risk Factors

We strongly advise investors to regard this investment as a long-term proposition and
that as with any equity investment, significant variation in the value of the investment
can occur. We believe the risks set out below are the most significant for investors.
These are not necessarily the only risks associated with this investment and are not
presented in any particular order of importance.

Macroeconomic factors
Investments will be influenced by the domestic and global environment with developments which may be completely
unpredictable, unforeseen and beyond the control of the Manager. These could include currency fluctuations, wars, global
pandemics, livestock, plant or human diseases, government policies, global trade rules, agreements, and disputes.

Country Risks
New Zealand’s economy is small and can be vulnerable to negative economic factors. These factors may also increase or
decrease the intrinsic value of the portfolio or any particular investment. The Overseas Investment Office is responsible
for assessing applications for consent from foreigners who intend making substantial investments in New Zealand
(more than 24.9% share in investments in what is deemed “sensitive land”). This process can take between 6-9 months
to complete but is not expected to negate the proposed strategy. This is of course entirely outside the control of the
Manager.

Currency
The exchange rate is affected by a number of factors all of which are beyond our control and are difficult to predict
reliably. Appreciation in the value of the NZ dollar will negatively impact on returns from export markets and could affect
the value of the business adversely. Depreciation of the NZ dollar against foreign currencies will impact negatively on
the value of the NZ based assets in those foreign currency terms. The Manager does not intend to hedge any currency
exposure.

Legislation
Changes in legislation and government policy, taxation, environmental policies, accounting rules and organic standards
may impact upon the intrinsic value of the assets, the operations and performance of the business or on the returns
achieved for investors. As a counter to legislative risk, NZ is working towards Zero Carbon legislation and a national
organic standard – these are drivers for impact investment, not risks.

Rural property and commodity price risks
It is possible that farm values could stagnate for a period if international agricultural commodity markets suffer
setbacks. The market for agricultural products can be volatile depending on a number of factors beyond the control of the
group; including but not limited to, global economic growth, the price of oil, demand for organic food/fibre and supply
disruptions. These factors could cause fluctuations in the price of farm products and therefore investment returns.

Weather and climate change
The climate and the impacts of climate change are uncontrollable variables. Adverse weather conditions can have a
significant impact on production and returns.

Environment
The nature of this business is such that it is susceptible to the damage, including potential loss, of organic certification
caused by pollution, or climatic matters such as floods or drought. This may also adversely impact on the revenue and
profitability of farms and the overall business.
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Increasing protectionism
There has been a broad reduction of trade barriers and protectionism over the past two decades. It is possible however
that this trend may reverse. Increased trade barriers could make exporting agricultural produce more problematic and
returns lower.

Business risks
The intention is to hold the investments long term. The prevailing market conditions may change significantly over the
tenure of ownership, which could reduce the value of the assets held.

Pest and disease
The risk of pest and disease is a normal farming risk, which could impact negatively on production performance and
consequently investment performance. The broad application of an agro-ecologically competent organic farming strategy
which focuses on prevention rather than reaction is, in our considered opinion, the best strategy for mitigating this risk.

Manager risk
The performance of the business could suffer if the Manager ceases to be involved in the management of the business.
Similarly, performance could be affected if the business or Manager were to experience a significant loss of key personnel.
The Investment Portfolio’s future also depends on its ability to attract, employ and retain skilled and experienced
agricultural staff. Failure of the company to do so may have an adverse impact on the business.

Suitable asset risk
We intend to be particular about researching, identifying suitable assets for investment and negotiating the purchase
price. Until appropriate assets are purchased, the capital raised may remain liquid for longer than otherwise intended.
The business may not be able to establish the portfolio of investments that it seeks to. As a result, the returns may be
lower and risks may be higher. In addition, the ability to acquire the targeted properties in order to achieve the portfolio
strategy depends upon the success of the capital raising.

Business model
The business model makes certain assumptions regarding the acquisition, development and conversion costs of
properties in NZ. These are based on current market conditions and prices in NZ, and could change and in turn reduce the
overall profitability and returns to investors.
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Appendices

Maps / pics, financials, investment documentation
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